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About myself
• Master Degree (Dipl. Inf. ) in computers science at Ulm university 

with a focus in Computer Vision  

• PhD student in a cooperation between the University of Burgundy 
and Gjøvik university college, supervised by: 

• Professor Jon Y. HARDEBERG (GUC)  

• Professor Yvon VOISIN (UB)  

• Associate Professor Alamin MANSOURI (UB)  

• Marius Pedersen, PhD (GUC) 

• Acquisition and data analysis in the context of Cultural Heritage
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J.Y. Hardeberg, J.P. Crettez: ”Computer Aided Colorimetric  Analysis of  Fine Art  Painting”,  Oslo International  Colour  
Conference, Colour between Art and Science, Oslo, Norway,  Oct. 1998 

Background of the laboratory



Spectral imaging 
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Hardeberg et al., Hyperspectral image capture and analysis of The Scream painted by Edvard Munch in 
1893, MUNCH-150 Conference, Oslo, May 2013 



3D colour acquisition
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Acquisition 3D Model

Analysis 

COST is supported by  
the EU RTD Framework Programme 

ESF provides the  
COST Office through an EC contract Denkmäler3.de 2013 conference, Dortmund, 18th October    

•  Illumination as uniform as possible by 
two fixed light sources. 

•  Structured light scanner mounted on a 
tripod, SFM image set free-hand. 

•  Macbeth colour target, placed in the 
same acquisition for a later colour 
correction. 

Acquisition Setup 

COST is supported by  
the EU RTD Framework Programme 

ESF provides the  
COST Office through an EC contract Denkmäler3.de 2013 conference, Dortmund, 18th October    

Further analysis 

•  Engravings in the prehistoric stela are strongly 
vanished, but the impact holes are clearly 
visible. 

•  Size of impact holes varies. (E.g. Study 2.7 mm, 
prehistoric 4.3 mm and 2.1 mm) 

study prehistoric 

prehistoric study 

COST is supported by  
the EU RTD Framework Programme 

ESF provides the  
COST Office through an EC contract Denkmäler3.de 2013 conference, Dortmund, 18th October    

Documentation 

Figure'4:'Rendering'of'stela'8'(left),''stela'25'(middle),'and'the'archaeological,'experimental'
study'(right).

•  18.07 – 26.07, Work Package 2, Acquisition: Acquisition of 3D models with a 
structured light scanner and a SFM approach at the host institute in 
Switzerland. In all acquisitions the stelae are illuminated as uniform as possible 
by two fixed light sources (see Figure 3). A colour target was placed in the same 
acquisition for a later colour correction. The following objects have been 
acquiered:
• Stela 1, stela 8, stela 20, and stela 25 (see Figure 1 and 2) and the 

archaeological, experimental study, were acquired with the 
smartSCAN3D structured light scanner. The 3D model were assembled 
from several acquisition positions by a contour matching algorithm. Each 
acquisition has been averaged four times to reduce noise. The RGB 
textures were captured under environmental illumination - without the 
structured light projector.

• Image sets (around 200 images) for stela 1 and stela 20 were captured. We 
used the same illumination and fixed camera parameters (Aperture 40, 
F/6.3, ISO 1600). We used VisualSFM [Wu, 2011] to calculate the 3D point 
cloud. This approach matches first scale invariant features (SIFT), 
followed by a dense matching.

• 27.07 - 29.07, Work Package 3, Knowledge Transfer: Data analysis and 
visualization and redaction of an abstract for Denkmaler2013.

I
Deviation from the first STSM proposal:
The STSM was carried out a month later, than noted in the STSM proposal due to a 
delay of scanner delivery.

4. Description of the main results obtained 

4.1 Dataset 

We obtained a dataset of four stelae (stela 1, stela 8, stela 20, and stela 25) from the 
structured light acquisition (Figure 4 and Figure 5). The meshes have been cleaned 
(deletion of background points, simplification of the mesh) and visualised using 

MeshLab. Different visualisations have been tested (see Figure 6) to enhance the 
visibility of the engravings.

4.2 Research questions

We used these 3D models to work on the research questions and visually compared a 
small patch of a prehistoric stela to the experimental study (Figure 7). It shows that 
the engravings in the prehistoric stela are strongly vanished, but the impact holes are 
clearly visible. These impact holes are notably smaller than in the experimental 
study, which needs further investigation and interpretation. However, a simple 

Figure'5:''Rendering'of'stela'1'(left),''and'stela'20'(right).

Figure'6:''Rendering'of'a'cleaned'3D'model'of'stela'20'using'MeshLab.'The'left'image'uses'abient'
occlusion,'the'right'image'a'radiance'scaling'shader.

•  Four prehistoric stelae have been acquired. 
•  Additionally the archaeological, experimental study.  

MeshLab Visual Computing Lab - ISTI – CNR http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/ 

Deger et al., Acquisition and documentation of prehistoric funeral stone stelae, Denkmäler3D 
Conference, Dortmun, October 2013. 

COST is supported by  
the EU RTD Framework Programme 

ESF provides the  
COST Office through an EC contract Denkmäler3.de 2013 conference, Dortmund, 18th October    

Neolithic Stelae of Petit Chasseur in Sion, 
Switzerland 

•  Neolithic graves (3rd millennium BC). 
•  1961 discovered, near Sion 

Switzerland. 
•  30 engraved stelae – most of them 

ritually destroyed and secondarily 
used. 

•  Important records document 
prehistoric European cultures. 

Le site préhistorique du Petit-Chasseur, à Sion 1962-1964  
Olivier-Jean BOCKSBERGER  

 



B. Art restoration and digital 
inpainting.
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Manual Art Restoration
• Previous to any treatment: Documentation of the condition before any intervention. 

Research background of the painting, and used materials. 

•  Multiple interventions to preserve the state of an artwork. 

• surface cleaning, varnish removal, removal of previous fillings. 

• treatment of the canvas. 

• applying fillings, colours binders on losses of original paint. 

• New Paint is reversible in water and should never cover old paint.
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 Artwork restoration : inpainting
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Image courtesy of PrevArti (http://www.prevarti.com) - Art Restoration and Conservation	




Different expressions
• Inpainting: To apply new paint in areas where original paint has been lost. 
• Applying fills / Retouching: Often used synonym for inpainting in the 

context of art restoration. 
• Over-paint (verb): Paint is applied [partly] on areas with original paint. 

Common practise of art restoration in the past. 
• Air-brush (verb): Historical term for alteration of photos.  
• Error concealment: Lost data (e.g. due to transmission) is replaced by 

synthetic data.
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Art restoration as an inspiration 
for digital inpainting

• Detail of the fresco Cornelia, mother of the Gracchi by J. Suvee (Louvre). (a) Painting in an 
advanced state of deterioration. (b) Manually restored painting 
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Digital Inpainting for Artwork Restoration: Algorithms and Evaluation

1 Introduction

1.1 Background
Early artistic creation could not have survived over the years if it was not for the image
and art restoration artists, that brought old or damaged paintings back to the original
or a close-to-the-original state. Artwork dating back to the Middle Ages was already
in need of restoration towards the end of this period of European history, as noted by
Emile in [10]. At the beginning of the Renaissance era, the main concern regarding
medieval artwork was to bring it up to date, which many times required reconstructing
missing or deteriorated parts of a canvas, by filling in existent gaps [10] with visually
pleasing content. Thus, it can be said that almost as old as art itself is the practice of
making modifications to paintings, in such a way that if an observer would look at the
modified work of art, without knowing the original, he wouldn’t be able to perceive
any alteration. This practice is traditionally carried out by restoration experts, such as
museum art restorers, and it is commonly known as retouching or inpainting. Its desired
outcome is to make a damaged artwork more discernible, while restoring its unity. An
example of a painting that has been the subject of a manually restoration process, that
involved inpainting, is given in Figure 1.

Advances of technology made possible the transition from traditional manual retouch-
ing methods to digital techniques. In the digital domain, inpainting was initially known
as error concealment and referred to a specialized technique used in the field of telecom-
munications, in order to fill-in image blocks that were lost during data transmission. As
it grew to become a topic of interest in a more general setting than just data transmis-
sion, inpainting came to be known as the process performing image disocclusion. When
considering a damaged image, the affected region, further on referred to as the gap, was
considered to be an occluding object that needed to be removed, and the image under-
neath it, the desired restoration result. Other popular terms, that can be found in the
related literature, as referring to inpainting, comprise image completion and image fill-in.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Detail of the fresco Cornelia, mother of the Gracchi by J. Suvee (Louvre). (a)
Painting in an advanced state of deterioration. (b) Manually restored painting. Source:
[11]

1

Bertalmio, Marcelo. “Processing of Flat and Non-Flat Image Information on Arbitrary Manifolds Using Partial Differential Equations.” 
University of Minnesota, 2001.



Art restoration as a guideline

!
1. The global picture determines how to fill in the gap, the purpose of inpainting being to restore the 

unity of the work 

2. The structure of the area surrounding Ω is continued into the gap, contour lines are drawn via the 
prolongation of those arriving at δΩ 

3. The different regions inside Ω, as defined by the contour lines, are filled with color, matching 
those of δΩ 

4. The small details are painted (e.g. little white spots on an otherwise uniformly blue sky). In other 
words, “texture” is added.
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 Bertalmio, M., Sapiro, G., Caselles, V., & C.Ballester. 2000. Image inpainting. In Proceedings of the 27th annual conference on           
Computergraphics and interactive techniques, SIGGRAPH ’00, 417–424. ACM Press/Addison-Wesley Publishing Co. 	


«

»

Conservators of the Minneapolis Institute of Arts were consulted, to present a guideline for 
early digital inpainting approaches: 



How can digital inpainting support 
art restoration?
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14: Patch Match algorithm inpainting result. (a) ’Soria Moria’ painting by Theodor
Kittelsen (b) Original image with mask (c) Inpainted image.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15: Patch Match algorithm inpainting result. (a) ’Women portrait’ painting by Misu
Popp - private collection, XIXth century (b) Original image with mask (c) Inpainted image.

Despite the improvement in the running time, the authors of [8] admit that the task of
image completion of large gaps still represents a challenge, as the inpainting of struc-
tured content (i.e. straight line crossing the gap) can lead to inconsistencies even with
the method they propose. The reader is referred to Table .... for a comparison of running
times between different algorithms, showing that the PatchMatch algorithm (time) per-
formance is among the best. Figure 14 shows an example of the inpainting result on an
image with less structure and more texture. It can be observed how well Barnes et al.’s
algorithm performs on this type of images. On the other hand, in Figure 15 the miss-
ing region contains an almost straight line (the women’s shoulder line) that should be
faithfully reconstructed through inpainting. It it obvious, though, from Figure 15c, that
the Patch Match algorithm is incapable of doing so, replacing instead the missing infor-
mation with patches from the source area (thus achieving coherence ) in an undesirable
way.

Bornemann and Marz proposed in [6] a noniterative, fast-marching inpainting algo-
rithm that has proven (see Table .... ) to have a high time performance (translated as
little time required to complete). The authors set as their goal the development of an
inpainting method that matches "the high level of quality of the methods presented by
Bertalmio et al. (2000) and Tschumperle (2006), while being considerably faster" - [6].
In order to achieve this goal, they propose an inpainting algorithm actually based on the
work of Bertalmio in [5] and inspired by the fast, non-iterative inpainting method pro-

19

’Soria Moria’ painting by Theodor Kittelsen. 

• Digital alteration of a painting useful for professional restorers? 

Oncu Feier, Alexandra Ioana. Digital Inpainting for Artwork Restoration: Algorithms and Evaluation, 2012.	




How can digital inpainting support 
art restoration?

• Digital inpainting could support manual intervention. 

• How to restore large areas ?  

• How to include expertise knowledge (of art history, early drafts, used materials) ? 

• Low-priced digital inpainting as a visualisation. 

• For museum audience 

• In order to gain financial support. 

• Conceal acquisition errors for documentation purposes.

14



C. Evaluation of digital inpainting 
algorithms
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How to evaluate inpainting in 
context of art restoration

• Inpainting does not have the objective to recover the original, but a coherent visual 
experience. 

• Multiple inpainting approaches/frameworks have been proposed. 

• Can different inpainting algorithms be ranked in terms of the perceived quality? 

• Few quality metrics to quantitatively evaluate the inpainting result have been proposed. 

• Do quality metrics correlate with a perceived quality of inpainted images?

16

1. Evaluation of inpainting algorithms in context of art restoration 
2. Evaluation of quality metrics

Oncu Feier, Alexandra Ioana. Digital Inpainting for Artwork Restoration: Algorithms and Evaluation, 2012.	




Evaluation in context of art 
restoration

• Inpainting is of the final steps in art restoration. 

• Current approach is to do „simulate“ the cleaning of a 
painting. 

• The evaluation of inpainting will remain artificial.

17
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(a) (b)

Figure 20: Simulated occlusions as input to inpainting algorithms. (a) original image (b)
simulated occlusion in white

Figure 21: The Virgin of the Light c.1730 by Gio Nicola Buhagiar (1698-1752) – Detail of
the painting during cleaning.

and Restoration of the Museums of France1 and by restorer Radu Tataru at the Brasov
Art Museum in Romania, correspond mainly to pairs of images before and after the
restoration. While at first sight it may not be obvious why this represents a drawback for
the general purpose of this thesis, the next paragraph will provide more details on this
matter.

The process of bringing a painting to its original state, as when it just came out of the
artist’s studio, or at least to an as-close-as-possible state, is a complex process, involving
a number of treatments that must consider the auxiliary frame (if existent), the canvas
support, the ground layer, the paint layer, the surface and finally, the decorative frame.
From discussions with professional restorer Radu Tataru, resulted that one of the most
important treatments applied to a work of art refers to its cleaning. This sub-specialized
process aims at reversing the chemical and/or physical phenomena like dirt, dust, and
light exposure, that substantially degrade the appearance of a painting over time. Figure
21 emphasises the considerable importance of this step in restoring colours and details
that were previously hidden by a layer of old varnish. In this Figure the opaque area is
the one that is still covered by the varnish layer.

1 the Centre for Research and Restoration of the Museums of France (C2RMF Centre de recherche et de
restauration des musees de France ) is the national research centre in France responsible for the documentation,
conservation and restoration of the items held in the collections of more than 1,200 museums across France.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 28: Preparing an input image for inpainting. Image courtesy of Ruven Pillay at
C2RMF. (a) Original degraded painting (b) Manually restored version (c) Modified image
containing artefacts from the degraded image while maintaining the appearance of the man-
ually restored image

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 29: Modified digitally acquired paintings corresponding to: (a) Ange by Raphael
(angel ) (b) Vue de Drontheim by Peder Balke (boat) (c) Cleopatra (cleopatra) (d) Detail
of Cleopatra (detail) (e) Self-portrait by Margarete Depner (lady) (f) Invention of painting
by Ariton (man). (a-d) - courtesy of R. Pillay at C2RMF, (e-f) courtesy of R. Tataru at Brasov
Art Museum (Romania)

tively, were obtained using the procedure described in Section 5.3. Figure 30 shows the
six deteriorated images, with the inpainting domain marked in green. As it can be ob-
served, the size of the region to be inpainted differs from image to image, varying from
narrow gaps (i.e. detail) to larger gaps (i.e. boat). Furthermore, the selected images con-
tain regions of missing information that require either structure or texture reconstruction,
or both. An example for the latter is given in Figure 31.

For each of the six deteriorated images, nine reproductions were considered as test
images in a psychophysical experiment. Out of these nine reproductions, eight were dig-
itally inpainted images, obtained as output of the inpainting algorithms presented in
Section 5.1. In addition to the latter eight, the digitally acquired image of the manually
inpainted work of art was also considered as a test image and included in the experiment.
Figure 32 shows an example of a set of 10 images, consisting of one deteriorated version
of a painting (angel) and its nine reproductions (i.e. inpainted images). The whole set
of test images included in the experiment, reproductions of angel, boat, cleopatra,detail,
lady, man, respectively, can be seen in Appendix A. The parameters used in order to
obtain the test images are also included in Appendix A.

41

Paintings from C2RMF and Brasov Art Museum in Romania	




Images and masks
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 28: Preparing an input image for inpainting. Image courtesy of Ruven Pillay at
C2RMF. (a) Original degraded painting (b) Manually restored version (c) Modified image
containing artefacts from the degraded image while maintaining the appearance of the man-
ually restored image

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 29: Modified digitally acquired paintings corresponding to: (a) Ange by Raphael
(angel ) (b) Vue de Drontheim by Peder Balke (boat) (c) Cleopatra (cleopatra) (d) Detail
of Cleopatra (detail) (e) Self-portrait by Margarete Depner (lady) (f) Invention of painting
by Ariton (man). (a-d) - courtesy of R. Pillay at C2RMF, (e-f) courtesy of R. Tataru at Brasov
Art Museum (Romania)

tively, were obtained using the procedure described in Section 5.3. Figure 30 shows the
six deteriorated images, with the inpainting domain marked in green. As it can be ob-
served, the size of the region to be inpainted differs from image to image, varying from
narrow gaps (i.e. detail) to larger gaps (i.e. boat). Furthermore, the selected images con-
tain regions of missing information that require either structure or texture reconstruction,
or both. An example for the latter is given in Figure 31.

For each of the six deteriorated images, nine reproductions were considered as test
images in a psychophysical experiment. Out of these nine reproductions, eight were dig-
itally inpainted images, obtained as output of the inpainting algorithms presented in
Section 5.1. In addition to the latter eight, the digitally acquired image of the manually
inpainted work of art was also considered as a test image and included in the experiment.
Figure 32 shows an example of a set of 10 images, consisting of one deteriorated version
of a painting (angel) and its nine reproductions (i.e. inpainted images). The whole set
of test images included in the experiment, reproductions of angel, boat, cleopatra,detail,
lady, man, respectively, can be seen in Appendix A. The parameters used in order to
obtain the test images are also included in Appendix A.
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Table 4: Resolution and size of images considered for inpainting algorithms evaluation

Image Resolution(dpi) Size (pixels)

angel 72 580x921
boat 72 800x601

cleopatra 300 550x670
detail 300 341x398
lady 762 550x771
man 180 400x635

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 30: Deteriorated images as input for inpainting algorithms, with overlapped inpaint-
ing masks. (a) angel (b) boat (c) cleopatra (d) detail (e) lady (f) man

Figure 31: Deteriorated image requiring structure and texture reconstruction. Inpainting
mask is shown overlapped, in green

42

Paintings from C2RMF and Brasov Art Museum in Romania	




Evaluated algotrithms
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5 Evaluation of Inpainting Algorithms and Quality
Metrics

As shown in Chapter 2, a large number and variety of inpainting algorithms currently
exist. To try and cover all these methods would be infeasible. Thus, this thesis only looks
at a selection of algorithms, that take different approaches in their shared goal of filling
in missing parts of an image. The performance evaluation of these algorithms requires
an image database, created according to the instructions given in the following section.
The methodology for evaluation of inpainting algorithms and quality metrics will be
discussed in the last part of this Chapter.

5.1 Inpainting algorithms
Eight inpainting algorithms, from those discussed in Chapter 2, have been selected for
further evaluation. Table 1 lists these algorithms, where Year is the head of the column
containing the year of the publication proposing the algorithm, the column Author(s)
gives the name of the author(s) and Type indicates the category the algorithm belongs
to, depending on the approach it takes. Furthermore, in the Gap size column, the symbols
L, M and S denote the size of the gap for which the algorithm provides the best results.
In the same table, Structure and Texture indicate whether an algorithm is capable of
reproducing structure and texture, respectively, whereas the Blur column indicates the
existence of blurring post-inpainting artifacts.

Table 1: Selected inpainting algorithms

Year Author(s) Type Gap size Structure Texture Blur
2000 Bertalmio et al. [5] PDE based S Yes No Yes
2004 Telea [7] PDE based S - M Yes No Yes
2005 Tschumperle and Deriche [4] PDE based S - M Yes No Yes
2004 Criminisi et al. [2] Exemplar based M - L Yes Yes No
2010 Zhou and Kelly [3] Exemplar based M - L Yes Yes No
2001 Oliveira et al. [9] Fast (convolution) S No No Yes
2007 Bornemann and Marz [6] Fast (PDE based) M - L Yes No Yes
2009 Barnes et al. [8] Fast (Exemplar based) M - L Yes Yes No

Mai and Chen developed the Image Inpainter tool [23] that implements a number
of algorithms, allowing a user to accomplish the task of image inpainting. This tool, is
publicly available for download from [42]. The algorithms implemented as part of the
Image Inpainter tool exhibit different approaches towards digital image inpainting and
have distinct properties, making them suited for different types of image inpainting tasks.
This tool has been used in this thesis for accessing the C++ implementations of the meth-
ods proposed by Bertalmio et al. [5], Telea [7], Criminisi et al. [2], Zhou and Kelly [3]
and Oliveira et al. [9]. The Image Inpainter tool allows the user to tune the parameters
specific to each of the aforementioned inpainting methods, so that to obtain best possible
quality for the inpainted images. However, setting the correct parameters is a subjective
process, highly dependent on the user and on the input image. Currently, there exist no
objective method for choosing the set of parameters providing the best results. Thus,

33

Oncu Feier, Alexandra Ioana. Digital Inpainting for Artwork Restoration: Algorithms and Evaluation, 2012.	
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 32: Image set included in the test images. (a) Modified digitally acquired paintings
corresponding to: Retable de Saint Nicolas de Tolentino, "Ange" by Raphael (’angel’ ) - im-
age courtesy of Ruven Pillay at C2RMF. Inpainted images corresponding to: (b) manually
restored (c) Bertalmio et al. [11] (d) Telea [7] (e) Tschumperle and Deriche [4] (f) Borne-
mann and Marz [6] (g) Criminisi et al. [2] (h) Zhou and Kelly [3] (i) Barnes et al. [8] (j)
Oliveira et al. [9]
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 32: Image set included in the test images. (a) Modified digitally acquired paintings
corresponding to: Retable de Saint Nicolas de Tolentino, "Ange" by Raphael (’angel’ ) - im-
age courtesy of Ruven Pillay at C2RMF. Inpainted images corresponding to: (b) manually
restored (c) Bertalmio et al. [11] (d) Telea [7] (e) Tschumperle and Deriche [4] (f) Borne-
mann and Marz [6] (g) Criminisi et al. [2] (h) Zhou and Kelly [3] (i) Barnes et al. [8] (j)
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Figure 33:
Exemple of pair of images presented during the experiment. (left) Damaged painting

(right) Inpainted image, using the algorithm proposed by Oliveira et al. [9]

• Poor

• Bad

Observers were asked to complete the experiment, which consisted of viewing and rat-
ing a total of 54 pairs of images. An estimation of how long the participation in the
experiment will take (around 20 minutes) was also given to the observers.

In order to avoid having multiple submissions from the same observer, before com-
mencing the experiment, observers were asked to pass a step involving collecting user
information (i.e. initials, age, sex, country of residence, professional restorer or not, ex-
pert in image quality or not).

6.2 Psychophysical results
6.2.1 Observers
A total of 91 observers participated in the psychophysical experiment for inpainting qual-
ity rating. Before proceeding with the interpretation of the obtained results and data
analysis, in Rec. ITU-R BT.500-13 [46] a procedure for screening the observers is recom-
mended. This procedure was implemented for this thesis according to the specifications
given in the aforementioned technical report. Following, the mathematical form of the
screening procedure is given, while the reader is referred to [46] for more detailed in-

47

Oncu Feier, Alexandra Ioana. Digital Inpainting for Artwork Restoration: Algorithms and Evaluation, 2012.	




• Experts are familiar to image quality and digital image inpainting (Faculty staff from the 
colourlab) 

• Restorer Radu Tataru from the Brasov Art Museum in Romania
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Figure 35: Demographic distribution of observers based on expertise and background

and professional restorers). Thus, the evaluation has been divided into four cases, one
for each category of observers and one that refers to the general qualitative evaluation
of inpainting methods and that takes into consideration all 69 participants to the experi-
ment.

As expected, for all the four considered evaluation phases, the manual inpainting
method received the highest scores, indicating the best perceived quality of the results,
among the studied methods. Moreover, the high mean value calculated for it for all four
phases, indicates a large agreement among the participants about the high performance
of this method. This was an expected outcome, as manual inpainting usually is done by
consulting with professional restorers that have access to additional sources of inspira-
tion (i.e. sketches of the original, undamaged painting ) for reconstructing the work of
art. Reconstructing texture and structure in the gaps of a painting is flawlessly done by
following the indications of the additional material or, when not available, based on hu-
man intuition. Obviously, artifacts like blurring of the inpainted area do not appear when
performing manual inpainting. Other artifacts like misalignments of linear structures are
less likely to occur for this type of inpainting.

Case 1: naive observers The ranking of the inpainting methods according to naive
observers is given in Figure 36. The algorithm proposed by Barnes et al. [8] and imple-
mented in the commercial software Adobe Photoshop CS.5.1. received the highest scores
among the digital inpainting methods, indicating perceived quality close to Good. This
method performed significantly better than the rest of the considered algorithms, whose
perceived quality of the results is close to Fair. The following three best algorithms,
that were proposed by Tschumperle and Deriche [4], Zhou and Kelly [3] and Criminisi
et al.[2]), did not prove to have a significantly different performance from each other.
The former uses a vector valued regularization PDE, requiring careful parameter tuning.
However, as it has been implemented in the commercial software GNU The GIMP, the
parameter tuning has been optimized for user interactivity and thus increased perfor-
mance. The method proposed by Zhou and Kelly [3] is an improved version of Criminisi
et al.’s exemplar based method [2]. Allegedly, better results are expected from Zhou and
Kelly’s method, as it aims at preserving local consistency of the inpainted region and
avoids its over-smoothing. In the obtained results, better performance can be observed
for Zhou and Kelly’s method, when compared to Criminisi et al.’s method, but not signifi-
cantly different. Bornemann and Marz’s PDE based method [6] builds on Telea’s [7] and
Bertalmio et al.’s method [5] while trying to minimise the effects of the diffusion pro-
cess, resulting in less visible blur artifacts. The latter is reflected by the obtained results,
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Figure 36:
Averaged MOS based on the results obtained from 57 naive observers, with 95% CI

Figure 37:
Averaged MOS based on the results obtained from 11 expert observers, with 95% CI

as they indicate a significantly better performance for the method in [6] when compared
to methods proposed in [5] and [7]. Oliveira et al.’s inpainting algorithm [9] is rated
by naive observers as the second worse in terms of inpainting quality, being followed by
Bertalmio et al.’s method. This is an expected outcome, as the latter is a basic PDE based
method that produces noticeable blurred areas and fails in reproducing texture, while
Oliveira et al.’s method is able to preserve general color information but can’t reproduce
structure nor texture in the gap.

Case 2: expert observers The ranking of the inpainting methods according to ob-
servers that are experts in image quality evaluation is given in Figure 36. Most of the
observations made for naive observers also hold as true in this phase. Again, the average
MOS value obtained for the method proposed by Barnes et al. [8] indicates the best and
significantly different performance among digital inpainting methods. The performance
of the similar approaches of Criminisi et al. [2] and Zhou and Kelly [3] is not signifi-
cantly different, as also inferred from the previous evaluation case, but their order in
the ranking of the inpainting methods is now interchanged, as compared to the ranking
according to naive observers. The same is valid for the methods proposed by Telea [7]
and Bornemann and Marz [6]. However, in this case, the results obtained indicate that
the quality of the inpainted images for these two methods do not differ in a significant
manner, as inferred by their overlapping CIs in Figure 37.

Case 3: professional restorer The averaged MOS values corresponding to the rat-
ing given by one professional restorer that participated to the psychophysical experiment
are given in Figure 38. In this case, the CIs associated to the obtained results are notice-
able large. That is because the length of a CI is determined, among other factors, by the
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the ranking of the inpainting methods is now interchanged, as compared to the ranking
according to naive observers. The same is valid for the methods proposed by Telea [7]
and Bornemann and Marz [6]. However, in this case, the results obtained indicate that
the quality of the inpainted images for these two methods do not differ in a significant
manner, as inferred by their overlapping CIs in Figure 37.

Case 3: professional restorer The averaged MOS values corresponding to the rat-
ing given by one professional restorer that participated to the psychophysical experiment
are given in Figure 38. In this case, the CIs associated to the obtained results are notice-
able large. That is because the length of a CI is determined, among other factors, by the
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Figure 38:
Averaged MOS (per inpainting method) based on the scores given by a professional

restorer, with 95% CI. Based on this data a clear ranking of the inpainting methods is
impossible

size of the sample used in the estimation procedure. The largest the size, the smallest the
CI. Accordingly, the length of the CIs for data in Figure 38 is determined by the number
of professional restorers taking part in the experiment, which is equal to one, resulting
thus in large CIs. Because of this, the statistical power of the analysed data is very low.
However, few conclusions can be drawn based on this data. The method by Barnes et al.
[8] obtained the highest averaged MOS value, but the CI associated to it indicates that its
performance is only significantly better when compared to methods proposed by Borne-
mann and Marz [6] and Oliveira et al. [9]. Worthy of noticing is that according to the
professional restorer, images inpainted with Zhou and Kelly’s algorithm [3] outperforms
(as given by the mean MOS) Tschumperle and Deriche’s method [4], which has been
ranked as second best among digital inpainting algorithms by observers in the other two
categories.

Case 4: general evaluation As the inspection of the obtained results for each of
the three categories of observers shows no significant difference and in order to obtain
a higher statistical power, when evaluating the performance of quality metrics against
in the following section, objective data will be validated against perceptual data based
on the total number of observers that participated in the experiment. Thus, the scores
shown in Figure 39 are the average scores of the judgements made by the 69 observers.
Based on this data, a ranking of the inpainting methods can be established, indicating
that PDE-based methods are, generally, outperformed by exemplar-based methods. An
exception to the latter statement is the algorithm proposed by Tschumperle and Deriche
[4], which is not significantly different from the exemplar based methods proposed by
Zhou and Kelly [3] and Criminisi et al. [2], as also shown earlier. The overlapping CIs
of these three methods indicate the low visual difference between the inpainted images
obtained by the corresponding algorithms and implies a difficult task for the observers
to judge image quality.
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Figure 36:
Averaged MOS based on the results obtained from 57 naive observers, with 95% CI

Figure 37:
Averaged MOS based on the results obtained from 11 expert observers, with 95% CI
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MOS value obtained for the method proposed by Barnes et al. [8] indicates the best and
significantly different performance among digital inpainting methods. The performance
of the similar approaches of Criminisi et al. [2] and Zhou and Kelly [3] is not signifi-
cantly different, as also inferred from the previous evaluation case, but their order in
the ranking of the inpainting methods is now interchanged, as compared to the ranking
according to naive observers. The same is valid for the methods proposed by Telea [7]
and Bornemann and Marz [6]. However, in this case, the results obtained indicate that
the quality of the inpainted images for these two methods do not differ in a significant
manner, as inferred by their overlapping CIs in Figure 37.
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are given in Figure 38. In this case, the CIs associated to the obtained results are notice-
able large. That is because the length of a CI is determined, among other factors, by the
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Results overview

• Manual restoration as a „benchmark“, with almost perfect score independently of the 
expertise of the observer. 

• More elaborated inpainting approaches perform better than PDE-based inpainting. 

•  Discrepancy between manual and digital inpainting is perceived largest by the 
professional restorer. Marginal differences between expert and naïve observer.
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Quality metrics

• Evaluations are labour-intensive, and might be substituted by image quality metrics. 

• Different classes of quality metrics: 

• Mathematically based metrics (e.g. PSNR, MSE) 

• Low-level metrics (e.g. spatial-CIELAB) 

• High-level metrics (e.g. SSIM) 

• Image quality for inpainting metrics should take the Human Visual System (HVS) into 
account. 

• High level image quality metrics for inpainting based on saliency (Average Squared 
Visual Salience (ASVS) and Degree of Noticeability (DN))
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High level quality metrics for 
inpainting

•  Degree of noticeability (DN) = identifies noiseless areas + areas where the saliency 
changes:
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:  a definition of the two proposed metrics (Section 2), a study of the 
correlation between metric scores and qualitative opinion (Section 3), an analysis of the metrics in use (Section 4), and 
our conclusions (Section 5). 
 

2. DEFINITIONS 
 
The first proposed metric, Average Squared Visual Salience (ASVS), corresponds to the normalized sum of squared 
salience of inpainted pixels, computed as  
 
 (1/||Ω||) (ΣΩ (S’(p))2)  (1) 
 
where S’(p) is the pre-saccadic saliency map value (a non-negative upper-bounded number), as computed by a 
computational human attention model, that corresponds to post-inpainting pixel p in the set of inpainted pixels Ω.  The 
intent behind this non-linear metric is to provide a larger score for those regions that are of very high salience (indicating 
more likely foveation targets, assuming that salience is monotonically increasing with real observer visual interest).  As 
inpainting is intended to go without notice by a typical unprepared observer, ASVS provides a score to determine if the 
inpainted pixels are relatively noticeable as compared to the remainder of the scene.  Rather than studying only the 
likelihood of any pixel being the global salience maximum and receiving observer attention (as would be the case with 
max ((S’(p))2) ), ASVS identifies if there are one or more pixels that may be primary or secondary salience peaks and 
therefore receive attention following (less-predictable) post-saccadic salience update.  Normalization is provided to allow 
for the comparison of ASVS across inpainting situations of varying size. 
 
As salience computation contains a number of relative components (i.e., feature contrast, center-surround effects), it is 
possible to produce a low ASVS score by artificially increasing the salience of uninpainted pixels via relative effect.  In 
such cases, the inpainted regions themselves may go without notice yet the resulting image will likely receive a flow of 
attention different from the original, thereby changing the creator-intended (in paintings) or human-typical (in 
photographs) flow of attention and disrupting those observers already familiar with the original.  The second proposed 
metric, Degree of Noticeability (DN), is intended to identify noticeless inpainting regions as well as providing an 
indication of attention change beyond the inpainted region; DN is computed as 
 
 (1 /(||Ω||+||Φ||)) ((ΣΩ (S’(p))2+(ΣΦ (S’(p)–S(p))2) (2) 
 
where S(p) is the saliency map value that corresponds to pre-inpainting pixel p in the set of non-inpainted pixels Φ.  
Building on ASVS, DN will additionally identify removed or added primary or secondary salience peaks within the 
remainder of the image, and is similarly normalized for comparison across varied-size uses.   
 
Metric precision was set at ANSI/IEEE Standard 754-1985 double precision (64 bits on a 32-bit architecture) for the 
purposes of this paper.  Saliency maps were produced using version 3.1 of iNVT at 1:16 discretization of scale-4 
(noiseless) expected visual cortex stimulation with 0.1 ms observation cutoff, 4 orientation channels, 3 center scales (2 to 
4), and 2 center-surround channels (3 and 4). 
 

3. OBSERVER STUDY 
 
In order to verify that the proposed metrics matched general human opinion, we performed a series of observer tests, 
where qualitative scores were gathered for 15% of the metric-scored images pseudorandomly interspersed with copies of 
the original images (introduced as 10% of viewed samples as a control).  Observation was for 5 seconds each, cued by 
presenting the original (pre-inpainting) image for 5 seconds prior to 3 seconds of pause (to counteract motion effects) 
and the scoring of corresponding inpainting and control images presented at a fixed distance of approximately 0.75 m 
and with images approximately 20 cm in height.  Scoring was between 1 and 4, using the criteria presented in Table 1.  
The average quantitative score per qualitative value is shown in Table 2.  Control images received correct “1” scores 
87% of the time, with the other 13% receiving a “2.”  Images were pseudorandomly distributed to observers, with each 
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Table 5: Performance of the metrics over the entire image database. The score for best
performing metric is highlighted in bold font

MSE PSNR DN ASVS GDin GDout S-CIELAB SHAME SHAME-II SSIMIPT ABF VSNR BorSal StructBorSal

PCC -0.13 0.28 -0.36 -0.11 -0.01 -0.01 -0.26 -0.15 -0.25 0.22 -0.32 0.06 0.06 0.12
SCC -0.28 0.28 -0.39 -0.11 0.07 -0.06 -0.19 -0.17 -0.19 0.31 -0.27 -0.02 0.08 0.13

Figure 40:
Observer z-score plotted against DN [13] z-score for all images in the database. PCC =
-0.36. The red linear regression line is determined by all data points; the black linear

regression lines is determined by data points corresponding to individual images

By doing so, it is possible to observe that the DN metric provides a good fit for data
corresponding to individual images.

Figure 41, Figure 42 and Figure 43 depict the relation between z-scores for the GDout,
BorSal and StructBorSal metrics, respectively, and observers z-scores. As in the previous
case, where the performance of the DN metric was studied, data points associated to
the latter three are also widely spread, resulting in low correlation values. This is a trend
observed for all considered metrics and can be explained by the scale differences between
the images in the database.

Thus, it can be concluded that, for the considered image database, the objective evalu-
ation methods selected for this study can not accurately predict perceived overall quality.
Worth noticing is that the best performance was obtained for a saliency based metric, that
was specifically designed for inpainting quality evaluation, and that among these type of
metrics, the second best performance was observed for one of the metrics proposed in
this thesis (StructBorSal).

7.2 Image-wise evaluation
Research in the field of image quality evaluation has shown that the performance of some
metrics can be influenced by characteristics of the images for which they are applied.
Thus, this section will investigate the performance of the selected metrics with respect to
individual images. The correlation between objective and subjective z-scores was again
used as a performance measure. Accordingly, data in Table 6 corresponds to the PCC and
SCC for the 14 metrics considered in this study, applied to the six test images used. For
each image (i.e. boat, clopatra, angel, lady, man, detail) the values listed in the columns of
Table 6 indicate the correlation between objective and subjective z-scores corresponding
to the eight reproductions (i.e. inpainted images inpainted with the eight algorithms).

The obtained results indicate a great variation between the scores obtained for the
14 metrics corresponding to a single image (column data in Table 6), but also between
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B. Inpainting in hyperspectral 
image documentation

28



• Origins as a remote sensing tool. 

• Imaging spectroscopy. 

• Instead of an image it captures a 
physical property of the surface (its 
reflectance factor)
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Hyperspectral imaging



• Documentation -> invariant to the illumination.  

• Helping Restorers -> Identifying Pigments (Non-destructive/semi-automatic) 

• Art history -> Hyperspectral analysis might constrain the time when the painting was 
created. 

• Virtual museum -> Apply different illuminations/ false colours. 

• Art Reproduction and printing.
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Hyperspectral imaging for art 
documentation



Hyperspectral data acquisition 
• Noise reduction 

• Geometric pixel normalisation 

• Illumination normalisation 

• Non-uniformity of light + absolute illumination 

• Recover spectral reflectance 

• Mosaicking and stitching 

• Error concealment  

• Spectral highlights 

• Overexposed pixels
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Error concealment 

• Local areas are affected - spatially and spectrally. 

• Interpolation ? 

• Inpainting ? 

• Variational based framework adapted to hyperspectral datacube (work in progress)
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Real hyperspectral inpainting
• Future work 

• Possibilities in combination with pigment identification. E.g. Additional restoration 
steps could be simulated. 

• Using additional information e.g. underpaintings 

•  Framework needs to be open for the expertise of art restorers (used pigments, similar 
paintings) 
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